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Macomb Interceptor Drain Drainage District
Candice S. Miller, Macomb County Public Works Commissioner

15 Mile Interceptor Forensic Report & Insurance Claim
MCPWO hired an independent,
outside engineering firm, Dr. Gary
Brierley from Denver, Colorado, to
conduct a forensic study of the 15 Mile
Road pipe and the cause of the
Christmas Eve 2016 collapse. What our
expert found was that the 2016 collapse
was completely different than either the
1978 or 2004 collapse. With his
analysis, we have concluded that the
collapse was caused by contractor error
on the Oakland Macomb Interceptor
Drain (OMID), which is downstream
from the 15 Mile Road interceptor.
A contractor operating the OMID,
on multiple occasions, opened internal
gates in the system too quickly, causing
a water hammer to form. This water
hammer caused enormous spikes in the
internal pressure in the 15 Mile Road
pipe, directly and ultimately leading to
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the Christmas Eve collapse. The errors
happened
during
a
series
of
construction projects on the OMID.
During this construction, at least three
different contractors were involved,
each of which carries insurance on its
work. Further, OMID carried insurance
on the work and the system.
We have therefore taken the first
step in filing a claim against these
contractors and OMID, which has been
turned over to their insurance carriers.
You may recall that there was no
separate insurance policy on the MIDD
itself.We are seeking repayment in
excess of $70 million, the final cost of
repairs on the 15 Mile Road collapse.
As
your
public
works
commissioner, I believe it is my duty to
bring this claim to protect the financial
interests of the rate payers in the 11

MIDD communities. This claim has
been sent and we will keep you
appraised on the progress.

SAW Grants support MIDD Repair Projects
We received a $2.4 million SAW grant to
inspect the MIDD system which commenced
in 2017. We have completed the CCTV
inspection of the Romeo Arm, Garfield, 15
Mile Road and Lakeshore Interceptors totaling
over 17 miles. The remaining portion of the
MIDD (Shelby Connector, Macomb Element
and Sterling Heights Arm) was inspected
earlier and repairs were made on portions of
the Macomb Element and Sterling Heights
Arm in 2016. Inspection of the manhole
structures will be done soon. A final report
will be submitted to the MDEQ this year.
As part of the SAW grant, we are
evaluating repair options including several
observed Grade 4 and 5 defects. We are
conducting a value engineering project to
evaluate and identify the cost vs. benefit to
line vs. grout portions of the system. The
lining option will have a significantly higher
initial cost, but will greatly increase the
longevity of the sewer. The spot repairs will
have a lower initial cost, but will require more
ongoing maintenance. Additional information
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on probable construction cost for both options
will be made available in the near future and
MIDD communities will be involved in the
decision. The sale of the M-59 property, the
OMID insurance claim, as well as low-cost
SRF funding will help to lower the overall
financial impact.
This office also obtained a SAW grant to
inspect 21 drop shaft structures which connect
the local sewer systems to the MIDD
interceptor. We funded and are currently
designing repairs at six of the most critical
structures in need of rehabilitation. The design
for these will be complete in the next few
months with construction to start this year.

MCPWO leads sewer infrastructure master plan
This office is currently analyzing
survey data submitted by each
community as part of a new Countywide Sewer Master Plan.
Our
underground infrastructure is a critical
component of both current and
potential future economic activity and
is a foundational part of our
responsibility
to
protect
our
environment. This new master plan
will allow the MCPWO to analyze our
system as a whole, to improve
operating efficiency, maximize capital
projects, and enhance the level of
service to current and future residents.
This plan will not only assess
current needs of our communities, but
will consider potential future growth
as well.
Infrastructure condition,
project planning, and operational
improvement all play a part in how
best to maintain or provide sanitary
service to the Macomb County
communities. This master plan will
allow the MCPWO to take a
comprehensive look at reducing
combined sewer overflows (CSO’s),
which will result in improvements to
the water quality in Lake St. Clair and
our Great Lakes as a whole.
This plan will allow us to best
serve our communities by ensuring we
have the infrastructure necessary to
continue to enhance the quality of life
we all enjoy here in Macomb County
and to serve as the critical component
necessary to economic prosperity for
the future.

Current Macomb County
Wastewater Systems

Forecast for Oakland-Macomb Interceptor District
The Oakland Macomb Interceptor
District (OMID) is working on an
agreement with the Great Lakes Water
Authority
(GLWA)
to
assume
responsibility for needed improvements
and maintenance of the Northeast Pump
Station (NEPS) and a portion of the
downstream North Interceptor - East
Arm (NIEA).
These facilities transport sanitary
flow from OMID only and GLWA bills

OMID 100% of the costs. OMID can
better maintain and make the need
repairs to these facilities ($70 million
over the next several years) at a lower
cost to the 11 Macomb and 12 Oakland
County communities.
OMID is also starting the process
of amending its district boundaries to
include these facilities.
The petitions submitted by two
communities (Sterling Heights &

Waterford) are the first step towards
this process with the eventual
apportionment and financing of the
improvements.
The state mandated drain petition
process requires an augmented drain
board with the OMID Board (Mike
Gregg State, Candice Miller & Jim
Nash Oakland) and the County Board
Continued on next page

Great Lakes Water Authority remains work in progress
Macomb Update
Macomb’s representative on the GLWA is also a Public
Works employee, deputy commissioner Brian Baker, who
was appointed to the GLWA board by Macomb County
Executive Mark Hackel. Baker’s duties on the board allows
this office to have a direct
impact on water and sewer
wholesale issues for our
Macomb
communities.
GLWA has now been in
operation for three years.
Unfortunately, GLWA has
not yet achieved the
promised savings to offset
the annual $50 million lease
payment, though charge
increases have lessened
primarily due to savings
from refinancing debt.
GLWA has built up over $400 million in reserves for needed
future improvements due in part to delays in implementing
capital projects. GLWA has consistently come in under
budget which has also allowed it to build up reserves to offset
high debt levels.
While overall charge increases have lessened, there is
still rate variability among customers. All water contracts
now have the same reopener period which should lessen
future variability. On the sewer side, this office continues to
push for charges that incentivize customers to tighten their
systems and reward those who hold back wet weather flows
to lessen regional discharges. Unfortunately, past sewer rate
changes have not benefitted suburban customers and act as a
disincentive to reduce flows to the treatment plant. In light
of the ongoing GLWA sewer master plan, we believe
peaking or storage should be a cost factor.
We further want a system that incentivizes regional
efficiencies and leverages existing infrastructure to save the
region from future costly GLWA CSO investments. We
continue to seek charges that encourage investments and

OMID forecast...
Chair and Finance Chair from each
County.
Each community will receive
notices of the public meetings
occurring over the next several months.
Most importantly, it is expected that
OMID will save several million dollars
per year in lower GLWA charges and
$1 million per year in bond financing
costs as a result of the agreement.

operations that improve water quality and promotes the
storing and hold back of flow to lessen overall CSO’s. We
also continue to review that GLWA assets are in the correct
cost buckets to ensure promised equitable charges.
We also continue to make sure Detroit pays its fair share.
Detroit owes GLWA $55 million as DWSD under budgeted
their sewer costs the past
two years. We are making
sure GLWA is paid back
with interest.
Further,
GLWA is in arbitration with
Detroit to determine who
pays the maintenance of
certain sized water mains.
When the lease was signed
in late 2015, dividing
ownership of water mains in
the City was in-precise. To
reach a deal, water mains
larger than 24” would be operated by GLWA, smaller mains
would remain with the local Detroit system. A hydraulic
study has now concluded many of these mains are only used
by the City. GLWA is spending $4 million per year on
maintenance of these mains that instead should be paid by
DWSD. Since 2016, GLWA is owed $12 million from
DWSD for these mains and the matter is now in arbitration as
required by the lease.
Macomb is working with GLWA to modify the Water
Residential Assistance Program (WRAP) to increase
suburban utilization. The suburbs have not fully spent their
WRAP allocations leading to Detroit and Flint taking the
unspent funds. Macomb is proposing each County have the
option to remove the 2-year limit for low-income seniors or
disabled, increased bill assistance for those not eligible for
bill arrearage payments, reduce program complexities for the
local communities who help process the customers, and
allocate funds for direct mailers to low income residents.
These program changes will be discussed over the next
several months.

Needed OMID Improvements





NEPS - Bio-Trickling Filter and HVAC Upgrades – Estimated
Completion September 2020
NIEA – Rehabilitate/Line first 1,500 feet of 17’ diameter pipe
downstream of NEPS – Estimated Completion September 2021
NEPS - Design, Bid & Construct New Pumps, Motors, Electrical System, Knife Gates – Estimated Completion June 2022
NIEA - Rehabilitate/Seal Leaks remaining 33,900 feet – Estimated
Completion October 2022

SCADA
Service Sharing
Public Works has upgraded
and invested in expandable
SCADA (Supervisory Control
And Data Acquisition) technology
that allows our staff to remotely
control
and
manage
our
wastewater and storm water
system assets. We are currently
developing a service sharing plan
that will allow us to share our
scalable technology and host this
service for communities in the
county.
By partnering with the
County, this plan can save
communities tens of thousands of
dollars in expensive SCADA
upgrade fees as well as lower
operating
costs,
saving
communities 30%-40%.
Several Macomb County
communities
have
already
expressed interest in partnering
with MCPWO to handle their
SCADA operations at a cost
savings. If your community would
like to explore this possibility,
please contact vincent.astorino@
macombgov.org

NGI SAVINGS: Upon taking office, Commissioner Miller scrapped a
proposed $5 million upgrade to the North Gratiot Pump Station, part of the
MIDD system located in Chesterfield Township. She charged her engineers to
go back to the drawing board to find a more cost-acceptable solution to the
buildup of sewer gas in the line in that area that was causing underground
pipes to slowly degrade — not a danger for today, but a problem that needed
a long-term solution. The team came up with a solution to alternate the use of
two interceptors in the area and to add a small trickle of chemical reagent to
reduce the naturally-occurring sewer gas. The new cost: about $450,000 — a
savings of more than $4.5 million!

MIDD sells surplus property for $3.5 million; sells land for library
The Macomb County Public Works
Office has received a $3.5 million offer
on a parcel of land on M-59 and
Garfield Road in Macomb Township.
The offer on the nearly 9-acre property
was received in a public auction held by
the MCPWO on Nov. 14.
The property, one of the larger
vacant parcels available along M-59 in
the county, has been owned by the
Macomb Interceptor Drain Drainage
District for about 20 years. The
property was purchased by the MIDD
for $2.5 million during the construction
of a sewer interceptor along Garfield

Road in the late 1990s.
With this sale, nearly $4 million in
property sales have been completed by
the MCPWO since Commissioner
Candice S. Miller took office in January
2017.
"We're not in the business of
holding on to land and doing nothing
with it for decades. My goal is to sell
these excess properties, get them back
on the tax roll and let them be
developed in a way that benefits the
community," Miller said.
The successful bidder on the M-59
property is a local private developer

who stated he plans to build luxury
apartments on the parcel.
Two other properties sold by the
MCPWO since Miller took office are:
 $100,000 for a lot at the corner of
21 Mile and Sugarbush roads. That
property was recently purchased by the
Chesterfield Township Library Board
as the site for a proposed new library.

 $250,000 for a 4.5-acre parcel
along the Hawken Drain, just west of
Ryan Road, between 19 Mile and M-59
in Sterling Heights. That property is
now in the process of being developed
for luxury homes.
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